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We show that labor market transaction costs explain why the smallest
farms are more efficient than slightly larger farms in most low-income
countries and that increases in machine capacity with operational scale
result in the globally observed rising upper tail of productivity. We find
evidence consistent with these mechanisms using Indian data, and we
show that if all Indian farms were at the minimum scale required to max-
imize the return on land, the number of farms would be reduced by 82%
and income per farm worker would rise by 68%.
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Themost dominant as well as themost intractable feature of our
agrarian economy is the small size of the holding occupied by the
vast majority of the cultivators. No effective solution of the problem
of improved production and the crushing burden of poverty can
be found until we devise a system in which the unit of agricultural
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are there too many farms in the world? 637
organisation will not ordinarily be below the minimum unit.
(United Provinces Zamindari Abolition Committee 1948, 501)
This paper revisits the issue of the relationship between operation scale
and productivity in agriculture. The research ismotivated by three stylized
facts characterizing world agriculture. First, farming in low-income coun-
tries is small scale, while farming in developed countries is large scale. Fig-
ure 1 displays the proportions of operational holdings of farms that are
below 10 acres across a sample of developed and developing countries for
which reliable data are available on the size distribution of farms. As can be
seen, only 10% or less of farms are below 10 acres in the United States and
Canada, while for the three most populous low-income countries—China,
India, and Indonesia—at least 80% of farms are below 10 acres. In major
economies inAfrica too, as seen in thefigure, only a small proportionof farms
are above 10 acres.
The second stylized fact is that the agricultural productivity of developed

country agriculture is substantially higher than it is in low-income countries.
The Economic Research Service of the US Department of Agriculture es-
timates, for example, that soybean yields are four time higher in theUnited
States, where farm scale is high, than they are in Indonesia, India, and the
Philippines, where farms are small, and three times higher in Canada. It
FIG. 1.—Percent of households with operational landholdings below 10 acres by country.
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also indicates that in India, productivity in rice and wheat are one-third
that of the best producers, located in large-farm countries (USDA 2016).
An implication of any positive causal relationship between production

scale and agricultural productivity implied by the differences in scale and
productivity across countries is that there are toomany farms in the world,
especially in low-income countries. It implies that enlarging the size of farms
via consolidationwould increase overall agricultural output, with an accom-
panying substantial reduction in the amount of poverty and employment
in agriculture. This was the conclusion reached by the United Provinces
Zamindari Committee, charged in 1946 with recommending the redistri-
bution of the large landholdings of theZamindari in theUnited Provinces
of India, in its 1948 report. It suggested a specific minimal scale of opera-
tionof 10acres toboost productivity, basedon theprincipalmodeofmotive
power in India at the time—a bullock pair.
The best evidence on scale relevant for a low-income country would come

from a single country, based on farms in the same institutional environment,
in the samemarkets, and facing the same technology frontier.When farm
scale and farm productivity are examined within a country, however, we ob-
serve the third stylized fact: there is an almost universal inverse relationship
between farmor plot size andproductivity within developing countries over
the span of plot and farm sizes observed in those countries, while contin-
uous increasing returns to scale are observed among the larger farms in de-
veloped countries (e.g., Paul et al. 2004).
While most of the literature documenting the inverse relationship in low-

income countries is based on data from India, the Philippines, and Latin
America (e.g., Schultz 1964; Hayami and Otsuka 1993; Binswanger, Dei-
ninger, and Feder 1995; Vollrath 2007; Hazell 2011; Kagin, Taylor, and Yúnez-
Naude 2015), recently available representative data sets reveal that this same
inverse relationship, based onwell-measured land areas, holds almost uni-
versally. Figure 2 displays the relationships between farm area and output
per acre in China, Nigeria, Mexico, and Bangladesh.1 In all four of these data
sets based on per-acre yields, the very smallest farms are substantially more
productive. Moreover, as can also be seen, the span of farm sizes, based on
representativedata, is quite limited.Theexistingdescriptiveevidenceon scale
and farm productivity from data describing farming in low-income countries
thus does not support the notion there are too many farms, though it does
suggest that land is misallocated, given heterogeneity in productivity by size.
There is general agreement in the literature that the inverse relationship

is not spurious—and, specifically, not due to a correlation of land quality
1 The data sets used to create these graphs are the Integrated Agricultural Productivity
Project 2013 (Bangladesh), the China Living Standards Survey 1995–97, the Mexico Family
Life Survey 2002, and the Living Standards Measurement Study Integrated Surveys on Ag-
riculture General Household Survey Panel for 2015–16 (Nigeria).
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and farm size (e.g., Carter 1984; Bhalla and Roy 1988; Benjamin 1995; Bar-
rett, Bellemare, and Hou 2010) and/or measurement error that is corre-
lated with scale (e.g., Larson et al. 2013; Carletto, Savastano, and Zezza 2013;
Ali and Deininger 2014). However, a general shortcoming of this large lit-
erature is that itmay be addressing the wrong puzzle. Given the global pat-
tern of farmproductivity, the puzzle that requires explanation is why there
is a U-shaped relationship between farm productivity and scale—why the
smallest farms, which dominate low-income countries, are more produc-
tive than somewhat less small farms there, andwhy in the developed world
productivity increases with scale.2

Another feature of the agricultural sector of low-income countries, which
has received less attention, is the existence of farming operations in which
no labor is hired and no family members work off the farm—the opera-
tion/farm is autarchic with respect to the labor market. There are only a
few survey data sets that provide information on both the composition of
the labor force engaged in farming and the off-farm labor supply of family
members that permit the empirical identification of autarchic farming. Of
FIG. 2.—Lowess-smoothed relationship of yield and acreage planted by country.
2 Seen from this global perspective, some of the explanations for the inverse relation-
ship observed in low-income countries are at best incomplete. For example, the idea that
farms exclusively managed and worked on by owner-operators and their families, which
characterizes the smallest farms, have an advantage because of superior incentives, lower
supervision costs, and lower unit labor costs (Yotopoulos and Lau 1973; Carter and Wiebe
1990; Binswanger-Mkhize, Bourguignon, and van den Brink 2009; Hazell et al. 2010), while
true, cannot explain why corporate farms, which are large scale, are even more productive.
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these, the survey data from Nigeria indicate that 36.2% of planting opera-
tions are autarchic, the data from China indicate that 17% of farms oper-
ated all operations over the entire agricultural under autarchy, and the data
from India that we use in this research indicate that 34% of all operations
are autarchic. Moreover, all three data sets indicate that autarchic farming
is not concentrated among the smallest farms but among intermediate-
sized farms, as depicted in figure 3, which shows by country the fraction of
autarchic farms or operations by land size.
In this paper, we seek to explain theU-shaped relationship between farm

productivity and farm scale and the incidence and patterns of autarchic
farmingwith amodel that incorporates labormarket transaction costs and
scale economies in machine capacities. We provide tests of the implications
of the model and quantify a parameterized version based on estimated and
calibrated structural parameters to show that the model is capable of yield-
ing the U-shaped productivity relationship, even if the production technol-
ogy is constant returns to scale. We then use the estimates to identify the
magnitudes of labor transaction costs to estimate the optimal farm scale
given existingmachine technology in India and to carry out a counterfac-
tual land consolidation, embedding the model in an equilibrium framework
inwhich all farms are at the optimal scale. The result of the counterfactual
is both an increase in total output from the same total cultivated land as well
as a substantial increase in output per laborer. The exercise thus enables us
FIG. 3.—Lowess-smoothed relationship of fraction of autarchic operations and plot size
by country.
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to quantify the number of surplus farms and farm laborers in India and the
loss in incomes associated with the existing distribution of landholdings.
We highlight transaction costs in the labor market because they are es-

pecially important in agriculture. Agricultural operations, at any scale or
level of technology, are sequential and intermittent, and their timing is
based onunpredictable weather events—labor is thus principally hired on
a daily basis. Moreover, the amount of work needed on a given daymay vary,
so there is daily variation in worker hours. We show that the existence of
fixed transaction costs, to the extent that they are born by farmers, makes
farmers at the margin at which hiring labor would be productive on net
(all family labor fully utilized) reluctant to hire labor. Moreover, if labor is
hired at all, average unit labor costs will vary by operational scale because
larger scale entails more intensive use of labor.3 The result is a U shape in
which the smallest farms are most efficient in their use of labor, slightly
larger farms are least efficient, and larger farms are as efficient as the small-
est farms because the share of transaction costs in total labor expenditures
are smallest.We also show that fixed transaction costs can explain thehigh
share of operations that are autarchic and their absence among the small-
est farms.
To account for the increasingly higher productivity of larger farms, we

focus on scale economies inmachinery capacity.4 There is ample evidence
that agricultural machinery saves on labor costs (Hornbeck and Naidu 2014;
Davis 2016) and that mechanization is more likely on larger farms (Foster
and Rosenzweig 2011). But these facts cannot explain the continuing rise
in productivity with scale. We show that the upper tail of the U shape can be
explained if two conditions aremet: effectivemachine capacity is increasing
with scale and the pricing of capacity is nonlinear.
We are able to examine and quantify the role of transactions costs and

machine capacity scale economies as major factors accounting for the U-
shaped relationship between scale and productivity within a low-income
country because of the existence of the unique data from the India Inter-
national CropsResearch Institute for the Semi-AridTropics (ICRISAT)Vil-
lage Level Studies (VLS) panel survey. One key advantage of the ICRISAT
3 Allen (1988) shows that one of the reasons that larger farms were more productive than
smaller farms in eighteenth-century England, when mechanization was not a major factor,
was that larger farms could hire labor crews. Ifmultiple workers are needed at the same time,
then hiring a worker team can reduce per-worker search costs for the employer. We test for
(but do not find) evidence of this form of scale.

4 Some studies have suggested that access to capital and a greater ability to insure against
risk may explain why larger farms may be more productive than smaller farms (Rosenzweig
and Binswanger 1993). However, we show that the U-shaped relationship between scale and
productivity holds across plots for the same farmer, which effectively holds constant the far-
mer’s ability to take risk, finance capital, and make better allocative decisions. We thus ab-
stract from these considerations, but this does not imply that they are not important deter-
minants of agricultural productivity in low-income countries.
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survey relative tomany other representative surveys is that larger farms are
oversampled. The data set thus contains the missing link between low-
income country agriculture and developed country agriculture—because
of the oversampling, we are able to observe the U shape that characterizes
the global relationship between agricultural productivity and scale in a com-
mon environment. Population-representative household surveys in low-
income countries contain few if any large farms. As indicated in figure 1,
there are few farms even above 10 acres in such environments. The U
shape is simply not visible in low-income country rural data sets because
of survey design.5

A characteristic of most existing data sets that has made it difficult to
identify the mechanisms that underlie the scale economies that we focus
onhere is that agricultural labor time ismeasured in days rather thanhours.
While time wages are generally paid on a daily basis for most agricultural
operations, the true unit cost of labor time will be masked if there is var-
iation in hours per day. The ICRISAT data record labor time use in hours
and days. The data indicate not only that there is substantial variation in the
average hours per day workers provide but also that the amount of daily
hours within an agricultural operation differs by operation scale.
On the basis of the daily wages and hours information in the ICRISAT

data, we can estimate themagnitude of the fixed components of daily wages
paid by employers, whichwe findmakes up over 50%of the daily wage paid
to a full-time (8-hour)malewageworker.We also are able todocument that
smaller farms (but not the smallest) on average employmore low-hour hired
labor across all of their operations than do larger farms. We show that as a
result, the average hourly wage, inclusive of the imputed cost of family la-
bor, increases and then decreases with farm scale.
Another deficiency of existing data describing farming is that there is

little or no information on the capacity of farm equipment. The best sur-
veys provide a detailed inventory of owned equipment by type (e.g., thresher,
tractor, sprayer) and value, but they provide little or no information onpower
or capability (e.g., horsepower, bushels processed per time unit). Thus, it has
not been possible to measure scale economies in farming due to economies
of scale in machine capacity that could underlie the positively sloped up-
per segment of the U shape.
5 To our knowledge, there are only two prior studies based on low-income country farm
data that find evidence of a U shape. Kimhi (2006), using data on maize producers in Zam-
bia, shows that diseconomies of scale characterize farms below 7.4 acres, which account for
84% of all farms, but that productivity rises with scale above that threshold. Muyanga and
Jayne (2019), recognizing the representativeness sampling problem in existing data sets,
obtain data from a dedicated survey of medium-sized farms and a representative sample of
small farmers in Kenya that reside in the same villages. They also find the inverse relation-
ship in the representative sample containingmostly small farms but positive scale economies
for the larger farms (25–124 acres), measuring productivity as both per-acre output and per-
acre net returns.
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The ICRISAT data also do not provide direct information on the power
or capacities of the equipment that is used by the farmers. However, we
show how it is possible to identify the varying capacities of onemajor type
of equipment—sprayers—using the information provided on the amount
of material sprayed and the time use of sprayers. This enables us to esti-
mate an effective capacity function relating capacity—material sprayed per
hour—to scale and to estimate the capacity pricing schedule. We find that,
consistent with sprayer capacity scale economies, larger farms do less spray-
ing per acre and use higher-capacity and more expensive sprayers, and we
estimate that the implicit rental price of capacity declines as capacity in-
creases. On the basis of our structural estimates, we are able to identify the
optimal scale of operation, conditional on existing wage rates and avail-
able sprayer technology, based on the sprayer scale economies—at 24 acres.
This compares with the existing mean farm size in India of just over 3 acres,
and is 2.4 times theminimumoptimal size derived, on the basis of bullock
technology, in the Zamindari report.
Incorporating our structural estimates of sprayer technology and the fixed-

cost specification of wage schedules, we calibrate the model by fitting its
predictions to twomoments of the data, stratified by area. On the basis of
the calibrated parameters, we are able to reproduce the U shape in profit-
ability even when the production technology exhibits no scale economies.
We are also able to show that the marginal product of labor in autarchic
production is on average 40%higher than the hourlymarginal wage rate,
consistent with the underutilization of labor in those operations.
Our counterfactual land consolidation simulation—in which all farms

are cultivating at the optimal scale and in which we allow for labor exit from
the agricultural sector so that wage rates are endogenously determined—
indicates that there are 7.7 times too many farms in India.6 With all farms
at optimal scale, output per acre is increased by 42% and output per worker
by 68%. The principal sources of the gains are the elimination of labor
misallocation due to the elimination of autarchic farming and the exploi-
tation of machine scale economies. The new land distribution, resulting in
an 87% decrease in farms, is also characterized by a reduction in the total
labor force but by only 16%. These results indicate that there is thus simul-
taneously an overall surplus of labor and an underutilization of the existing
labor force in agriculture.
In section II, we describe the data and show that profits per acre exhibit

a U shape with respect to both farm size and plot scale that is robust to soil
quality, crop choice, and farmer characteristics. We also present the evi-
dence on and estimates of labor market transaction costs and nonlinear
machine pricing by capacity. In section III, we set out the model, and in
6 The Zamindari Commission concluded that consolidating landholdings to meet their
minimum size of 10 acres would entail a reduction in farms of 66%.
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section IV, we carry out tests of the model based on the nonlinear relation-
ships between land size, production labor intensity, and average hourly la-
bor costs. We also present the structural estimates of the sprayer capacity
pricing schedule. SectionV describes the calibrationof the fullmodel and
presents the estimatedparameters. In sectionVI, we assess thefit of themodel
to the data and discuss the estimates of the key unobservables, including the
marginal products of labor on small, autarchic, and large farms and the
entry costs faced by workers in market participation. Section VII contains
the counterfactual land consolidation simulation based on the calibrated
model, and section VIII contains a summary of our findings and the poten-
tial implications of an endogenous consolidation of landholding from the
existing distribution that might arise if legal and institutional barriers to
land transactions were eliminated.
II. The Data

A. Sampling and Information Content
Our principal data source is the six latest rounds of the India ICRISAT
VLS panel survey, covering the agricultural years 2009–14. The survey has
two components: a census of all households in 18 villages in five states—
Andhra Pradesh, Gujurat, Karnataka, Maharasthra, and Madhya Pradesh—
and a panel survey of the households in those villages, which includes
819 farmers. A key advantage of the ICRISAT survey is that the sampling
differs fromalmost all otherhousehold surveys, which seek to achievehouse-
hold representativeness, because the sampling frame is basedon landhold-
ing size.7 In particular, the survey contains in equal numbers landless house-
holds, small-farm households, medium-farm households, and large-farm
households. As a consequence of this sampling frame, we are able to ex-
amine both small and larger farms in a common environment, unlike in
most surveys of farmhouseholds in countries with similar landholding dis-
tributions, in which most households own small plots.
The ICRISAT data are unique in other ways. First, there is information

on input quantities and prices by type of input, farm operation, and indi-
vidual plot collected approximately every 3 weeks.8 The high-frequency
7 Exceptions are Muyanga and Jayne (2019), which oversampled larger farms in Kenya,
and the ARIS-REDS surveys (Foster and Rosenzweig 2011), which oversampled large farms
in 1967.

8 The size of the basic unit of operation, the plot, is not a choice variable—the size of a
given named plot does not vary from year to year. Similarly, farm sizes are stable. There is
little change in the number of plots owned by a farmer over the full span of the panel
(2009–14); only 5.8% of plots were bought or sold, and the main reasons for any land turn-
over were inheritance or family transfer. Almost all plots therefore are inherited (0.74% of
all plot observations involved a purchase of land). The means of land acquisition, includ-
ing inheritance, do not differ by plot size. The 2014 census data indicate that the leasing
market is only somewhat thicker than the land sales market, with 8.4% of landowners leas-
ing out and 11.5% leasing in land.
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input information is thus likely to be more accurate than that found in
almost all other surveys, which collect information once or at best twice
in an agricultural season. Second, there is information on market input
prices for workers, machinery, and animal traction collected at the village
level, in addition to that elicited from thehouseholds survey, by work time.
Third, and importantly for identifying the role of mechanization in scale
economies, there is information enabling themeasurement of the power
and capacities of machines.
B. Descriptive Information on Scale and Farm Productivity
Figure 4 displays from the ICRISAT village census and from the surveyed
households in 2014 the cumulative distribution of farms by total owned
(agricultural use) landholdings along with the sample household distri-
bution of plot sizes. The figure shows that the full population (census) land
distribution is similar to that of most low-income countries—92% of land-
owning households have less than 10 acres. Because of the sampling scheme,
however, we observe detailed information on farms above 10 acres in the
household sample—in contrast to the population distribution, households
withmore than 10 acres of landholdings constitute almost 40%of the sample.
The sampling scheme provides the missing link between developed coun-

try large-scale farming and low-income country small-farm agriculture within
the context of a single low-income country. This is because we are able to
FIG. 4.—Cumulative distributions of owned total land and land plots (acres).
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observe both the decline in profitability by scale, characteristic of low-
income countries, and its rise with scale, characteristic of developed coun-
tries, in the same setting with comparable data across farms.
The solid line in figure 5 displays the lowess-smoothed relationship be-

tween average real (1999 rupees) profits per acre in the main growing sea-
son (kharif) and owned total landholdings for the full data set (2009–14). As
can be seen, as inmost low-income countries, there is amonotonic decline
in per-acre profitability with acreage below 10 acres. But then there is amono-
tonic increase, as is observed in developed countries.9 Using the detailed
information of the data set, we can rule out three reasons for theU shape
that have been suggested in the literature, which has focused on the decline
in productivity with scale below 10 acres. First, the dotted line in figure 5
shows that differences in crops grown by farm size do not account for the
U shape; even among farmers growing one crop—cotton—the relation-
ship displays the U shape. Second, the U shape is robust to controls for the
24 land quality variables available in the data set—the relationship estimated
using the locally weighted functional coefficient model (LWFCM) from a
specification including all of the soil characteristics, in which the coefficients
for farm size and the soil characteristics can vary nonparametrically with
farm size, is depicted by the short-dashed line in figure 5.10 Finally, using the
same method and the same soil quality controls but also including farmer
FIG. 5.—Real profits per acre by owned area: roles of plot quality and farmer character-
istics (ICRISAT VLS 2009–14).
9 This is also true for output per acre as well.
10 See Cai et al. (2006). The specification we use is locally linear in profits and farm size.
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fixed effects, we see that within the same farm plot size and per-acre prof-
itability displays theU shape, as shown by the long-dashed line in figure 5.
Thus, variation in farmer wealth or farmer ability or heterogeneity in plot
or soil characteristics does not explain the U-shaped association between
per-acre profitability and scale.
Similarly, variation in the cost of durable physical inputs, such as seeds

or fertilizer, does not explain the U shape, as these costs would not vary sys-
tematically within farmer. However, the price of applying those inputs may
vary within farmer. For example, as we will discuss in detail below, if the
costs of family and hired labor differ and family labor is fixed on any given
day, then themarginal cost of labormay be higher on one day than another
on the basis of the quantity of labor demanded. If operations were coordi-
nated so that labor is always applied to two different plots on the same day,
then the marginal cost of labor would be the same for the two plots across
the course of the season. But this turns out not to be the case. On the basis
of the dates of operation initiation, we find that the average standard de-
viations in operation start dates across plots for the same farmer are signif-
icantly different from zero and almost as large as those characterizing the
synchronicity of operations across farmers. Evidently, on net the farmers
face diseconomies of coordinating operations across their different plots.
C. Fixed Costs of Labor Hiring
We will set out a model to explain the U-shaped pattern of farm and plot
efficiency as well as the existence of autarchic operations based in part on
transaction costs in the labormarket. That there is a fixed cost component
to hired labor is evident both in the data from price schedules and from
the survey information. The first salient feature of the data from the daily
wage and hour schedules, provided in 2010 and 2011 monthly for each farm
operation by one informant in each land class, is that a large fraction of work-
ers that are paid daily wages work less than 8 hours in a day. Figure 6 dis-
plays the distribution of hours worked in the day for hiredmale workers and,
for comparison, bullock pairs and drivers in the kharif season for 2010 and
2011 combined. As can be seen, many workers are hired for less than a full
day: 31% of the daily wage reports for hired males were for workers who
worked less than 8 hours; for bullock pairs and driver, over 58% of daily
wages paid were for work that was less than 8 hours. This is in accord with
the survey data on off-farm employment reported by respondents. In the
2014 round, for example, 44.4% of respondents working off farm for wages
in agriculture operations during the peak kharif season reported that their
average working hours were less than 8 hours.
The second feature of the data on wages and hours is that hourly wages

differ by the amount of timeworked.We computedhourly wages based on
themonthly wage schedules and then regressed the log of thehourly wage
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for the two categories of hired inputs on whether the work done was for
the full 8 hours. We include a full set of dummy variables for farm opera-
tion to ensure that any hourly wage difference by daily hours hired is not
merely due to low-wage operations occurring in slack periods with little
work. The within-operation log wage estimates from the wage schedule
data are reported in column 1 of table 1, where it can be seen that farmers
pay an hourly premium for low-hour work: workers who work 8 hours are
paid a statistically significant 33% less per hour than lower-hour workers; a
hired bullock pair and driver working 8 hours is paid over 22% less perhour
than his part-time counterpart.
Data on wages paid and hours of work for hired workers as reported by

farmers from the 2014 survey transaction files conform to these patterns.
The survey data do not directly report how many workers were hired on a
given task, but they do report expenditure and hours for each task by de-
mographic group (men, women, and children).We therefore focus on tasks
in which there were ≤12 hours of hired male labor, and we assume that
anything in the 8–12-hour range represents full-time work by one worker
and that <8 hours refers to part-time work by one worker.11 Because the
FIG. 6.—Input supply: distribution of average hours worked per day for wages (kharif sea-
son) by hired input.
11 Note that if there are multiple part-time workers in the 8–12-hour category, that would
bias down an estimate of the part-time premium.
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equilibrium hours chosen by a farmer will itself be a function of the wage
schedule, we instrument hours with the characteristics of the farmer’s plot,
which determine labor demand but should not, net of hours hired, affect
the wage in a competitive market.
The estimates in columns 2 and 4 in table 1 are comparable to those from

the monthly price schedules. In particular, there is a 34.7% discount in the
hourly wage rate for full-time male hired workers and a 30% discount for
full-time bullock pairs with a driver. In column 5, we use the same approach
for one form of machinery, sprayers, for which we can control for an im-
portant sprayer quality—spray capacity, as discussed in detail below. The
result, which controls for sprayer capacity, suggests that the scale econo-
mies in labor hiring do not also extend to machinery—there is no statis-
tically significant difference in the hourly rental payment for sprayers by
hours of use.
The estimates in table 1 are consistent with the existence of a fixed cost

associated with hiring a worker for any amount of time and a fixed hourly
wage. We can use the distribution of hours from figure 6 and the wage es-
timates of table 1 to construct an estimate of the fixed cost. Let the expen-
diture function for hiring one laborer for 1 day who works lh hours be

whðlhÞ 5 w0 1 w1lh, (1)

where w0 is the fixed hiring cost and w1 is the marginal hourly wage. Table 1
provides the wage discount for the average hourly wage in full-time work
TABLE 1
Operation Fixed Effects Estimates: Percent Difference in HourlyWage Rates Paid

for 8 Hours versus Less than 8 Hours of Work by Input and Data Source

Hired Male Labor

Hired Bullock

Pair 1 Driver Sprayer

2010, 2011
Monthly Price
Schedules

(1)

2014
Input
Survey
(2)

2010, 2011
Monthly Price
Schedules

(3)

2014
Input
Survey
(4)

2009–14
Input

Surveysa

(5)

Worked 8 hours per
day versus <8 hours 233.2 234.7b 222.3 230.0b 213.2b

(3.14) (11.9) (4.54) (8.42) (13.1)
Log capacity . . . . . . . . . . . . .626b

(.128)
Mean wage (Rs) 22.1 34.7 78.7 114.2 15.9

(9.34) (19.3) (39.6) (35.0) (23.3)
Percent working
<8 hours 30.7 44.4 58.4 61.0 19.3

Observations 729 3,387 450 1,240 1,201
Note.—Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered at the village/year level. Hourly
wage rate5 daily wage/hours worked. Sprayer capacity5material sprayed per hour of use.

a Specification also includes village/year fixed effects.
b Fixed effects instrumental variables estimate; first stage includes log of owned area and

all land quality characteristics.
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compared with that for part-time work (<8 hours). We need the distribu-
tion of hours worked by part-time/full-time to compute the fixed costs be-
cause, as seen in (1), the fixed cost is a different share of the total wage for
different levels of part-time work. With f

p
i denoting the fraction of part-

time workers working l
p
hi hours, the average wage for part-time work given

in (1) is

�wp 5 o
7

i51

w0 1 w1l
p
hi
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and, similarly, the average wage for full-time work is
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i :

Table 1 tells us that �wp 5 1:347�wf . Substituting and using the marginal
hourly wage rate of w1 5 21 from the wage schedules to calculate w0 yields
an estimate of the fixed cost of 178 Rs per worker.12

Is it plausible that there are significant fixed cost components in labor
costs, as implied by the labor price schedules and the transactions survey
data? First, most agricultural laborers are hired on a daily basis. Farm op-
erations are episodic and sequential, and operation timing is stochastic,
depending on weather. Farm scale is too small for full-time work, and con-
tracting in advance is difficult, given the vagaries of weather. Thus, each
worker must be matched with a farmer who is seeking workers for a given
day’s task on a given day. Perhaps most importantly, there are important
transaction costs in the daily hiring of workers that arise from the fact that
farms are spatially separated from where workers and farmers in the village
reside; travel costs are thus not trivial. The ICRISAT data provide the dis-
tance of each plot from the farmers’home (in the village center). Theme-
dian distance is 1 kilometer.13 If at least some of these turnover/search and
travel costs are born by farmers, this will be manifested in hourly wage sched-
ules that resemble those we see in the data. Moreover, these fixed costs of
hiring paid by farmers may differ by land size, which will further affect the
12 We calculate w1 5 21 by determining the average change in daily earning of an extra
hour of work when working more than 8 hours.

13 The distance of plots to residences in the sample understates the average distance a
worker must travel to get to an employer because a significant proportion of workers resid-
ing in a village work for a farmer located outside the village. The Yale Economic Growth
Center–Centre for Microfinance Tamil Nadu Panel Survey contains a representative sample
of rural households in 200 villages in the Indian state of Tamil Nadu in 2011. In this sample,
23.6% of the survey respondents who worked for wages in agriculture reported working for
a farmer located outside the village, and 21.3% of farmers who employed any agricultural
laborers reported hiring laborers from outside the village. Among those workers traveling
to a farm outside the village by foot or bicycle (63.8%), the average distance to the nonvillage
farm was 2 kilometers. The median distance to a nonvillage farm for those traveling by bus
(26.5%) was 8 kilometers.
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relationship between output and scale. For example, farmers cultivating
larger plots may be willing to pay more up front to attract workers for a
given operation, since the inability to hire would bemore costly than it would
be on smaller plots.
In table 2, we report instrumental variables estimates with fixed effects

for operation of the hourly wage discounts for full-day work differentiated
by both plot size and plot distance for male hired workers and, again, for
sprayers from the input transactions data. In column1, we see that there is
a statistically significant positive relationship between the wage discount
and plot size. Inclusion of plot distance in the specification, as seen in col-
umn 2, does not eliminate the plot size gradient but indicates that, indeed,
fixed costs of hiring rise with distance—for every kilometer the plot is lo-
cated away from thehomestead (village center), there is a 14%drop in the
hourly wage associated with full-day work. Columns 3 and 4 confirm that
the rental price of sprayers of given capacity does not exhibit scale econ-
omies associated with hours of employment for any plots differentiated by
size and/or distance.
III. Model

A. Constant Returns to Scale Production and Economies
of Scale in Pricing
In this section, we set out the model that integrates both the fixed cost of
labor and heterogeneous capacity in machines. A central feature of both
TABLE 2
Fixed Effects Instrumental Variables Estimates: Percentage Hourly Cost

Discount by Plot Area and Plot Distance from Homestead

for Male Hired Workers and Rented Sprayers

(Dependent Variable: Log Hourly Wage/Rental Price)

Input

Hired Male

Labor (2014)
Sprayer

(2009–14)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Worked 8 hours per day versus <8 hours 212.6 26.21 27.59 22.02
(12.7) (12.6) (14.4) (2.20)

Worked 8 hours per day � plot area 231.2 232.0 24.86 26.28
(6.84) (6.98) (4.91) (5.04)

Worked 8 hours per day � plot distance
from homestead . . . 213.5 . . . 211.1

(2.78) (12.1)
Log capacity . . . . . . .582 .423

(.135) (.139)
Operation fixed effects Yes Yes No No
Village/year fixed effects No No Yes Yes
Observations 3,387 1,201
Note.—First stage includes owned area and all land quality characteristics. Standard er-
rors (in parentheses) are clustered at the village/year level. Sprayer capacity5material sprayed
per hour of use.
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is that they induce scale economies not through the structure of the pro-
duction, as is common in the literature, but via the costs of inputs. There-
fore, to highlight their role, we assume that agricultural production is de-
scribed by a constant returns to scale production function g that consists of
two inputs: land (a) and plant nutrients (e):

wg a, eð Þ, (2)

where w is a total factor productivity parameter, which we also assume is
scale invariant. Thus, any scale economies in the model must come from
input costs.
The amount of nutrients applied is itself described by a production pro-

cess. For example, the application of fertilizer requires labor time. Remov-
ing weeds, which reduces competition for nutrients, can be achieved us-
ing labor alone and/or by spraying, using labor and a sprayer.14 Workers
entering the labormarket for off-farmwork on a given day face a fixed en-
try cost per day f as a result of transaction costs and/or travel (in effect, we
define production for work done on a single day). As a consequence, in equi-
librium, farmers wishing to employ workers for just a few hours must at least
partly compensate these workers for this fixed cost by paying a fixed fee w0.
The estimates in table 1 pertain to the hiring of one worker for different

hours of work. For a given operation, however, a farmer may need more
than one worker, given a limit on themaximum hours any worker is willing
to work. With labor compensation for one worker having a fixed and vari-
able component, as depicted in equation (1), the cost of hiring lh hours of
work on a given day when each worker works only up to lmx hours is

whðlhÞ 5 ceil
lh
lmx

� �
w0 1 w1lh, (3)

where ceil() is the ceiling function. This structure says, for example, that a
farmer must pay w0 1 4w1 for 4 hours of work but 2w0 1 11w1 for 11 hours
of work if 11 hours exceeds the maximum lmx in a day that any worker will
work. Equation (3) also characterizes the wage income for off-farm work
by family members. Consequently, if we account for the entry cost, f, the
opportunity cost of applying lf units of family labor to the farm is

wf ðlf Þ 5 floor
lf
lmx

� �
ðw0 2 f Þ 1 w1lf (4)

if workers are fully compensated for the fixed costs of off-farm work.
14 The nutrition interpretation of e is relevant for the analysis of scale in plant protection,
which will be the focus of the first component of our analysis. However, in order to incorpo-
rate harvest work by workers and machinery in the analysis of overall worker demand, we will
subsequently expand the definition of e to include any form of inputs applied on the farm.
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Our production process allows labor andmachinery to be substitutable
in the production of nutrients and for heterogeneous machinery. Unlike
for manual labor, where individual heterogeneity in productivity per unit
of time (within gender) is relatively low and is in any case unrewarded in
themarket where time wages dominate (Foster and Rosenzweig 1996), farm
equipment devoted to specific tasks varies significantly in capacity and com-
mands different prices associated with capacity.15 Thus, we need to distin-
guishmachine time andmachine capacity, with the farmer choosing both
machine capacity, based on acreage and capacity prices, and how much
time to employ themachine.We define capacity, consistent with definitions
used for most farm equipment, as the amount of processed acreage a ma-
chine can accomplish per unit of time (e.g., acres covered per hour by ir-
rigation or insecticide, acres of corn per hour harvested).
Thus, we define the nutrient production function as

eðl , q,mÞ 5 ql d 1 1 2
q

fðaÞ
� �

qm

� �d� �1=d

, (5)

where q is machine capacity and m is the number of units of time the ma-
chine is employed. The parameter q captures the relative productivity of
workers andmachines, and d captures the extent of substitutability between
labor and machines.16

Equation (5) embodies a relationship between machine capacity and
effectivemachine capacity, which depends on farm size. We thus define the
functionfðaÞ withf0ðaÞ > 0 capturing the loss associated with using a large-
capacity machine on a small plot, so that effective capacity is ð1 2 q=fðaÞÞq.
For example, a sprayer that can cover a radius of z yards would be cost in-
effective on farms where the radii of farmed area are significantly less than
z yards. Similarly, it is not cost effective to rent an eight-row harvester for
land that has four rows of crops.
Economies of scale in farmmachinery capacity may arise from the pric-

ing of machine capacity. In particular, we allow the rental cost per unit of
time xm for a machine to increase at a decreasing rate with machine capacity:

xm 5 pmq
v, (6)
15 Farmers—i.e., the decision-makers—may differ importantly in capability relevant for
making allocative decisions. We assume in the model, as is traditional, that all allocative de-
cisions are correct, given technology and prices. As noted, the within-farmer plot-specific re-
lationships between profits and acreage indicate that any such correlation between farmer
ability and farm size is not solely responsible for the profitability patterns across farms of dif-
ferent size.

16 Some labor will be complementary with machine use, the labor used to actually run the
machines.
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if 0 < n < 1 and assuming q > 1.17 Finally, we assume that operation of the
machinery requires v units of family labor per hour ofmachine operation.
Thus, we subtract vm from the quantity of labor used to get the labor com-
ponent of the nutrient production function.
Thus, profits are

pða, lh, lf , q,mÞ 5 wg ða, eðlh 1 lf 2 vm, q,mÞÞ 2 whðlhÞ 2 wf ðlf Þ 2 pmq
nm:

(7)

Farmers maximize (6) subject to their family labor constraint that lf ≤ lT ,
where lT is the family labor endowment in hours.
B. Scale Economies and Labor Market Transaction Costs
Before we take the model to the data, it is helpful to understand the dif-
ferent ways that the cost structures for hiring labor and machinery con-
tribute to scale economies. We begin with the labor market entry costs. Set-
ting asidemachine use and thusmachine scale economies and assuming
wo 5 f , profits are18

pða, lh, lf Þ 5 wg ða, lh 1 lf Þ 2 wðlhÞ 2 w1lf : (8)

The existence of the labor market transaction costs gives rise to three re-
gimes that depend on land size a differentiated by the allocations of fam-
ily to farm and nonfarm work and the use of on-farm hired labor.19 In the
first regime, at the lowest land sizes, family members work both on farm
and off farm, as long as income from working both on farm and off farm
exceeds the income from on-farm work only. No workers are hired, given
the transaction costs, and thus the upper bound critical value a* for this re-
gime is where farmers do not hire workers and are just indifferent between
entering the labor market and not.
In this regime, with only labor used as an input and at the regime upper

bound for a, the marginal value product of family labor is equal to w1:

wgeða*, eðlT ÞÞelðlT Þ 5 w1: (9)

Thus, if all farms were in this small-scale regime, labor would be allocated
efficiently across farms.
The second regime is where farm size is sufficiently large so that the prof-

itability of employing all family labor on farm exceeds that from employing
any family labor off farm but no hired labor is employed on farm. This is
17 Note that we have assumed that there are no machine fixed hiring costs, consistent
with the estimates in tables 1 and 2. The existence of such fixed costs would further increase
machine scale economies.

18 When we calibrate the model, we allow fixed costs f to deviate from w0.
19 A fourth regime in which farmers are both working off farm and hiring in workers on

the same day would not arise when w0 2 f 5 0.
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the autarchic regime, which arises because of the existence of the labor mar-
ket entry cost that must be paid by the farmer when hiring labor. This hir-
ing cost willmake farmers reluctant tohireworkers until land area reaches
some higher threshold.
In the autarchic regime, starting at threshold land size a*, given the fix-

ity of family labor, themarginal product of labor exceeds themarket wage
and rises as land size increases. Profitability per acre falls with land size as
the discrepancy between the (marginal) opportunity cost of labor w1 and its
marginal product rises—increasingly too little labor is used per acre as long
as farm profitability without hired labor exceeds profitability employing
farm labor and paying the added transaction costs. The fall in profitability
per acre will continue until land size equals a**, where farmers are just in-
different between hiring a worker for sufficient hours l**h that themarginal
product of labor equals the marginal wage and defraying worker entry
costs by working with only family labor. If we assume at most that one out-
side worker is hired, a** and l**h are defined by the pair of equations

wgeða**, eðlT 1 l**h ÞÞelðlT 1 l**h Þ 5 w1, (10)

wg ða**, eðlT ÞÞ 5 wg ða**, eðlT 1 l**h ÞÞ 2 w0 2 w1l**h : (11)

Thus, the existence of transaction costs in the labor market is capable
of explaining both the decline in profitability per acre with land size and
the existence of autarchic farming at small but not the smallest land sizes—
they both are manifestations of labor transaction costs. Moreover, the ex-
istence of at least some autarchic farms/operations means that the agri-
cultural labor force is underutilized on average and misallocated across
farms, with labormarginal products differing on the basis of land size and
the size of the family labor force.
At a**, a worker is hired and the marginal product of labor falls to the

market wage.However, average labor costs rise at a** because of the neces-
sity of paying transaction costs, which are a large component of labor costs
when hired workers are employed at low hours. Then, as land area increases
above a**, average labor costs fall, as the fixed component becomes a smaller
share of labor costs, and profitability per acre rises as long as the hired worker
is less than full-time. If, converse to our assumption in (3), the fixed cost were
paid only on the first hiredworker (laborhired in teams), then profits per
acre would rise asymptotically, reaching that for the smallest-acreage farms.
Otherwise, there would be a new set of regimes associated with hiring the
second and further workers. The existence of hiring costs can thus explain
a partial upturn in profitability per acre. But even where one worker is part
time so themarginal cost of additional work isw1, the farm incurs the fixed
cost for each worker; consequently, profits per acre must be strictly less than
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those that are achieved on the smallest farms in the absence of another form
of scale economies.
C. Scale Economies and Machinery
Economies of scale in machinery can lead to additional scale economies
by land size, which are governed by machine capacity and its pricing. The
overall productivity of nutrients and the substitution of labor and machines
in the nutrient production function affect the hours of machinery use but
not machine capacity. In particular, q solves

ðfðaÞ 2 2qÞ vw1

pm
1 ð1 2 nÞqnfðaÞ 2 ð2 2 nÞqn11 5 0: (12)

While a closed-form solution for (12) is not generally available, it is evident
that optimal capacity is determined only by acreage, the parameter n that
determines the relative cost of higher capacitymachines, the ratio vw1=pm ,
and the function fðaÞ.20
Scale economies in farm production associated withmachinery thus re-

quire both that effective machine capacity depends on acreage and that
there are economies of scale inmachine capacity. If there were no cost ad-
vantage to using higher-capacity machines, even large farmers would use
the smallest-capacity machine. And if there were only a cost advantage to
using larger-capacity machines but no relationship between effective ca-
pacity and area given actual capacity, we would not observe small machines
being employed on small plots. The cost advantage of using larger capac-
ity comes from two sources in the context of our model: the nonlinearity
of machine pricing schedules, as parameterized by n, and the necessity of
using a machine operator. The data indicate that farmers use one worker
hour per machine hour (v 5 1) to operate the machine regardless of ca-
pacity.21 Thus, even if n 5 1, the combined hour labor and machine rental
cost of a machine that has twice the capacity will be less than twice as much.
Themodel implies that not only will the use of machinery increase with

farm scale and with rising labor costs but also so will themachine capacity
chosen by the farmer. Implicitly differentiating (12), we get

dq

da
5

q2f0ðaÞ
ðfðaÞ 2 qÞðfðaÞn 2 2qn 2 fðaÞ 1 4qÞ > 0,

which is positive as long as f0ðaÞ > 0,22 and
20 We assume that labor utilization is inframarginal rather than at the cusp where addi-
tional labor hours would require hiring an additional worker.

21 In 2014, for all 850 sprayer operations, average hours of labor use was 5.84 and that for
the sprayers was 5.37.

22 This expression must be positive, as the first-order condition for q implies q < JðaÞ=
2 < JðaÞ and the second-order condition requires ðfðaÞn 2 2qn 2 fðaÞ 1 4qÞ > 0.
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dq

dw
5

vqðfðaÞ 2 2qÞ2
pmq

nnðfðaÞ 2 qÞðfðaÞn 2 2qn 2 fðaÞ 1 4qÞ > 0:

Themechanism here is that at higher wages for the machine operator, one
wants to use fewer hours of machines per unit of nutrient added, and this
is possible only if the machine is higher capacity. On the other hand, a re-
duction in rental pricing scale economies n will lower machine capacity:

dq

dn
5 2

qðfðaÞ 2 2qÞ2wvq2n lnðqÞ
npmðfðaÞ 2 qÞðfðaÞn 2 2qn 2 fðaÞ 1 4qÞ

2
qðfðaÞ 2 2qÞ

nðfðaÞn 2 2qn 2 fðaÞ 1 4qÞ
< 0:

While the determination of machine capacity q is, in the context of the
model, independent of the return to nutrients, the optimal number of hours
themachine of capacity q is employed depends onnutrient use and on the
cost of labor used to provide nutrients not associated with machine use.
The determination of optimal machine use is thus considerably more com-
plicated than the choice of optimal capacity, and analytical derivatives can-
not in general be signed.
IV. Testing Model Implications

A. Unit Labor Costs and Scale
To testmore directly that theU shape in themarginal effect of land size on
profits arises from changes in unit labor costs by land size, we first plotted
the relationship between the real average hourly wage paid, which incor-
porates fixed costs, and farm size. In the ICRISAT data, family labor is priced
at themarginal wage (as if fixed costs were fully born by the employer), while
hired labor is priced at the wage actually paid. Since the latter will be higher
per hour for low-hour hired labor according to the wage schedule, we
should see that moving from the smallest farms to the largest, the average
hourly wage first rises, as farms initially employ only family labor and then
employ low-hour hired labor. At some threshold, the average wage paid falls
as less low-hour labor is used. This is what we see in figure 7.
To further test that the marginal land size effect on unit labor costs dif-

fers by land size, we estimated the relationships between the fraction of op-
erations in the kharif season that employ low-hour (≤6 hours) daily hired
male labor, hired tractor services, and hired bullock pair services and the
corresponding average hourly wages for each. We allow the marginal effect
of land size to differ by land size by employing a quadratic in land. The es-
timates, which include village/year fixed effects and the plot characteris-
tics, are reported in table 3. For all three production factors, we see that
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the fraction of low-hour operations declines with farm size, and for both
hired male labor and hired bullock pairs, so do average wages across the
range of farm sizes, as captured by the quadratic specification. Thus, these
estimates account for the rise in profitability per acre—and fall in unit
costs—above some threshold because of the declining use of high-cost hired
labor and hired bullock pairs. The exception is for tractors, for which the
FIG. 7.—Average hourly wage paid for male farm labor by farm size (ICRISAT VLS 2009–
14).
TABLE 3
Plot Size and Fraction of Operations That Employ Hired Inputs at Low (≤6) Daily
Hours and Average Hourly Wage Paid by Input Type (Kharif Seasons, 2009–14)

Fraction of Operations

<6 Hours/Day Average Hourly Wage

Hired
Male
Labor

Hired
Tractor

Hired
Bullock
Pair

Hired
Male
Labor

Hired
Tractor

Hired
Bullock
Pair

Plot size (acres) 2.0165 2.0197 2.0170 2.183 1.25 2.866
(.00306) (.00247) (.00306) (.0876) (.769) (.306)

Plot size2 � 1023 .450 .449 .555 8.29 18.3 29.3
(.112) (.0682) (.117) (3.23) (32.4) (10.9)

Village/year fixed
effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

25 plot and household
characteristics Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 6,777 6,777 6,777 6,777 6,777 6,777
Note.—Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered at the village/year level.
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effect is statistically insignificant but positive. This may reflect the fact that
on larger farms, more expensive tractors withmore capacity are hired, an
issue we will discuss below.
There are three limitations to the estimates in table 3. First, theremay be

incomplete control for land characteristics, which may be correlated with
land size and input use. Second, the model and the labor cost figure sug-
gest that a quadratic specification will not fully capture the change in the
marginal effect of labor demandwith farm size. Third, farm acreage is pos-
itively correlated with farmer wealth, so the acreage effects may in part re-
flect wealth effects. To remedy these limitations, we exploit the plot-specific
panel feature of the data and intertemporal rainfall variation to estimate,
using plot fixed effects, the effects of rainfall on plot-specific input usage
and average input costs by plot size. The plot fixed effects absorb both any
differences in plot quality and any differences in farmer permanent wealth.
For most levels of rainfall in the semiarid tropics in which the ICRISAT

farmers are located, increases in rainfall increase input productivity and thus
should increase input use. The exceptions are inputs that are employed in
the planting stage, which principally occurs before themajor component
of the rainfall realization is known. Tractor use is mostly confined in the
sample toplanting-stage operations (tillage, plowing). Thus, we use tractor
employment as a placebo—rainfall should affect neither tractor hours nor
the average per-hour rental price of tractors. On the other hand, for small
plots, higher levels of rainfall will increase average hourly wages if the ad-
ditional rainfall induces the hiring of low-hour postplanting labor, while
for the larger plots in the same rainfall area, increases in rainfall induce
a shift from low- to normal-hour operations and average input costs decline.
We first establish that rainfall does indeed increase plot-level productiv-

ity and affects the demand for inputs. In column 1 of table 4, plot and year
fixed effects estimates of rainfall and rainfall squared on kharif season prof-
its from each plot are reported. As expected, increases in rainfall increase
profits. In column 2, the estimates indicate that increases in rainfall also in-
crease the number of hours of hired labor employment and hired bullock
pairs, but the latter effect is statistically significant only at the .07 level (one-
tailed test), consistent with bullocks being primarily used in the early stages
of the production cycle. The effect of rainfall on tractor hours, as expected,
is not statistically significant by conventional standards and is economically
insignificant as well. In parallel, an increase in rainfall decreases the costs of
both average hired male labor and bullock rentals but has no effect on the
hourly cost of tractors.
Having found that variation in rainfall on a given plot affects its profit-

ability, the numberof hired laborhours, and per-hourhired labor costs on
average, we then estimated the effects of rainfall on the fraction of operations
on the plot that employ low-hour hired male labor and the average wage
paid by plot size, using LWFCM. The plot and year fixed effects estimates
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of the effects of rainfall at mean rainfall by plot size on low-hour labor use
(and the associated 95% confidence intervals) are reported in figure 8. The
figure is consistent with the shifting of regimes of labor employment in the
model—at small plot sizes, increases in rainfall statistically significantly
TABLE 4
Plot Fixed Effects Estimates: Effects of Kharif Season Rainfall on Profits,

Hours Employed, and Average Hourly Wage Rates by

Input Type (Kharif Seasons, 2009–14)

Profits

(1)

Hours Employed Average Hourly Wage

Hired
Male
Labor
(2)

Hired
Tractor
(3)

Hired
Bullock
Pair
(4)

Hired
Male
Labor
(5)

Hired
Tractor
(6)

Hired
Bullock
Pair
(7)

Rainfall (mm) 38.1 .182 .00362 .0347 2.0158 .0130 2.0593
(17.1) (.0701) (.00316) (.0248) (.00672) (.0601) (.0355)

Rainfall2 � 1023 221.2 2.107 2.00214 2.0500 .00778 2.0132 .0757
(8.59) (.0377) (.00161) (.0268) (.00398) (.0282) (.0331)

Year and plot
fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

H0: rainfall and
rainfall2 5 0, F2,n 3.09 4.18 .99 1.97 3.47 .28 3.02

p .0504 .0183 .3742 .1452 .0352 .7589 .0538
Observations 5,291 3,987 4,016 2,523 3,987 4,016 2,523
Note.—Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered at the village/year level.
FIG. 8.—Plot fixed effect estimates: effect of rainfall on low-hour labor use (with 95%
confidence interval) by plot size.
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increase hired low-hour labor use, while for larger plots, low-hour labor
operations are statistically significantly reduced when rainfall increases.23

Also, in figure 9, among the larger plots, increases in rainfall statistically
significantly reduce average hourly hired labor costs.24
B. Identifying Equipment Scale Economies as a Source
of Farm Scale Economies: The Case of Sprayers
There has been scant evidence in the literature on the relationship between
machine capacity and scale. The ICRISAT transaction data on usage of ma-
chinery (as seen in fig. 10) are suggestive of the rise in machine capacity
with farm scale—while average hours of equipment use per acre first in-
creases with scale, above 12 acres per-acre use of both types of equipment
declines with farm size. This decline in machine use on a per-acre basis as
farm size increases among larger farms is consistent withmachine capacity
scale economies. However, these patterns are not directly informative about
FIG. 9.—Plot fixed effect estimates: effect of rainfall on average male wage (with 95%
confidence interval) by plot size.
23 Because, as noted, plot size and farm size—and thus farmer wealth—are positively cor-
related in the data, the rainfall coefficients at small plot sizes may be underestimated be-
cause of credit market or liquidity constraints on the ability of small farmers to employ addi-
tional hired labor. More relaxed liquidity or credit constraints for larger farmers, however,
cannot explain the negative effect of rainfall on per-unit labor costs.

24 The effects of rainfall on per-acre profits do not vary by scale over the full range of plot
sizes.
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whethermachine capacity actually increases with farm size, whether there
are scale economies in capacity because of nonlinear capacity pricing, or
at what scale, if any, capacity scale economies dissipate completely. To ad-
dress these, issues we need a measure of machine capacity.
The capacities of machines used by farmers are rarely, if ever, available

in data sets based on household surveys from low-income countries. The
ICRISAT data set is no exception. However, the detailed information on
materials purchased and on hours of machine use bymachine type in the
ICRISAT transaction modules permits the computation of capacity for one
type of equipment—sprayers. This is because there is information on the
amount of material sprayed—weedicide and insecticide—as well as infor-
mation on hours of sprayer usage by plot and operation. These data can
thus be used to compute capacity—amount sprayed per hour. Sprayer ca-
pacity is typically given in spray rates for a given nozzle size—material vol-
ume per time unit. The relevance of this measure for farming scale is that
flow rates translate directly into area sprayed per hour.
We focus on sprayer technology so that we can for the first time obtain

direct evidence from data in a low-income setting on how capacity hetero-
geneity in equipment contributes to economies of scale in agriculture that
persists above a farm (plot) size threshold, conditional on machine use.
Another advantage of sprayer technology is that we can exploit the infor-
mation on input use by operation to directlymeasure the labor savings from
spraying. This is because an important alternative to spraying for protecting
plant nutrients is weeding, which is typically done manually. Of course, this
FIG. 10.—Per-acre equipment hours for tractors and sprayers by farm size.
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focus on sprayers does not mean that sprayer technology is the sole source
of economies of scale due to mechanization. But spraying weedicide and
insecticide is an important operation. Spraying labor costs alone account for
13.6%of total input costs in the kharif season.Moreover, as can be seen in fig-
ure 10, there aremore hours of sprayer use at every land size than hours of
tractor use, the next most used machinery.
Power sprayers are heterogeneous in capacity. Figure 11 provides infor-

mation taken from the website of an Indian purveyor of power sprayers
(KisanKraft) that provides power sprayer prices by precisely the measure
of capacity we can construct from the ICRISAT data—the amount a sprayer
canbroadcast in liters perhour. In this price list, the spray rate of thehighest-
capacity power sprayer is over 13 times that of the lowest-cost model. More
importantly, the posted price schedule exhibits economies of scale in sprayer
capacity; the sprayer price per unit of capacity significantly declines as ca-
pacity increases, as the ratio of the highest-capacity machine price is only
seven times that of the lowest.
The survey data on input usage suggest that farmers are exploiting econ-

omies of scale in spraying. Table 5 reports village/year fixed effects esti-
mates of the effects of land size on the use of any sprayer, weeding hours
per acre, sprayer hours per acre, log of the price of the sprayer used, and
sprayer flow rate (capacity) net of the effects of the land quality variables.
These estimates indicate that net of year-village effects, larger landowners
use pricier and higher-capacity sprayers and that larger landowners spend
less time per acre in both spraying and weeding compared with smaller
farmers.
FIG. 11.—Cost and capacities of Indian KisanKraft power sprayers (2017).
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To test directly for scale economies in spraying and the limits, if any, to
sprayer scale economies, we use the structure of themodel, simultaneously
estimating the effective capacity function fðaÞ and the key parameter of the
price function n from the information on the capacity and per-hour rental
prices of the sprayers used by the ICRISAT farmers. The challenge for es-
timation is that capacity and thus the per-capacity price paid are choice var-
iables. A positive shock to equipment prices, for example, will lower a farmer’s
selected capacity, leading to a negative bias in the estimated parameters of
the cost function. As a consequence, we employ the generalized method of
moments (GMM) using land area and land area squared as instruments.
Equation (12) implicitly solves for the optimal choice of q and embeds

within it the effective capacity function and the capacity pricing parameter
n. It also contains, however, an additive term that includes the village wage
rate w and the base price p of the capacity pricing schedule, whichmay be
endogenously determined. We thus rearrange (11) and difference across
randomly selected pairs of households i and i 0 in each village j to eliminate
w1 and pm. In combination with the differenced log of (6), we then have mo-
ment conditions of the following form:
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5 0,

EðlnðxijÞ 2 n lnðqijÞ 2 lnðxi 0jÞ 2 n lnðqi 0jÞ 5 0jaij , ai0jÞ 5 0: (14)

We parameterize fðaÞ 5 b0 1 b1a 1 b2a2 and employ GMMusing land area
and land area squared as instruments to estimate n and the bk. The errors
over which these expectations are taken would by variation in the effective
price of themachinery, say, due to demand at the timeone is undertaking a

(13)
TABLE 5
Estimates of Effects of Owned Land Size on Sprayer Use, Weeding Hours per Acre,

Sprayer Hours per Acre, Log Sprayer Price per Hour, and Sprayer Flow Rate

Any Sprayer
Use

Weeding
Hours per

Acre

Sprayer
Hours per

Acre
Sprayer Log

Price per Hour
Sprayer
Flow Rate

Estimation
procedure OLS OLS OLS OLS OLS

Owned area .006197 2.5631 2.4063 .01335 .01360
(.0009879) (.1286) (.0853) (.00669) (.00667)

All land
characteristics Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Village/year
fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 3,374 3,374 1,219 1,219 1,219
Note.—Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered at the village/year level. OLS 5
ordinary least squares.
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task, which we have assumed to be uncorrelated with differences in farm
area within a village.
If b1 > 0 and b2 < 0, we can identify a maximum farm scale at which fur-

ther increases in acreage could not exploit existing equipment scale econ-
omies. This establishes the land size at which per-acre profits are maxi-
mized—the technologically determined optimal land size at which further
increases in scale would not increase productivity but below which, given
that b1 > 0, farms are less productive net of costs. It is important to note
that we can only identify the farm scale upper bound, if any, based on ma-
chinery that is actually available to the ICRISAT farmers. Machinery scale
economies for farm sizes beyond the maximum scale of the farms in the
population, if any, cannot be estimated because machinery for such farm
sizes would not bemarketed—they would not be available for rent or pur-
chase. Farmers (andpolicymakers)would thushave limitedknowledgeof
how expansion of scale beyond that in the population would reap benefits.
Table 6 reports the GMM estimates of the effective capacity and pricing

function parameters and their robust standard errors. All parameters are
precisely estimated. We can reject the hypothesis that n 5 1 and thus that
there are no scale economies arising from the cost of higher-capacity ma-
chines. We can also compare our estimate of n based on the sprayers used
by the ICRISAT farmers with that characterizing the price schedule for the
four power sprayers sold by KisanKraft (listed in fig. 11) and with that for
four power sprayers offered in the United States, as surveyed in Stiles and
Stark (2016). The estimated n’s are reported in table 7.OurGMMestimate
of n for the sprayers used by ICRISAT farmers is comparable to that for the
KisanKraft sprayers that are sold across India.However, while the estimated
India sprayer n ismore than double that for the sprayers sold in theUnited
States, we cannot reject the hypothesis statistically that they are the same.
Technical scale economies in equipment across the United States and In-
dia, at least for sprayer technology, cannot explain the differences in their
agricultural productivity
TABLE 6
GMM Estimates of Effective Capacity Function φ(a) and Price Parameter υ

Coefficient
Point

Estimate
Robust Standard

Error

u .316 .124
b0 5.58 .0375
b1 .933 .0343
b2 2.0190 .00211
H0: u < 1, x2

1 30.4
p .0000
Maximum land size (acres) 5 J(a)0 5
2b1/(2 � b2) 5 0 24.5 1.84

Observations 617
Note.—Instruments are owned land area and land area2.
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The estimates of the bk indicate that f0ðaÞ > 0 over the relevant range.
Thus, smaller farms are less cost effective than larger farms, given that n is
substantially less than 1. The estimates also indicate that there is a land scale
at which effective capacity reaches a maximum. The point estimate of the
maximum is 24.5 acres, with a 95% confidence interval of ±3.6 acres. The
2014 census of all households in the 20 ICRISAT VLS villages indicates
that only 1.1% of households owning land have total landholdings above
even the estimated lower bound of themaximum (20.9 acres). As expected,
there are essentially no farms that could exploit further scale economies,
given the sprayers that are available. The estimated peak maximum land
size does not suggest that larger farms than are observed in the ICRISAT
area would not be more productive; rather, it is consistent with an equilib-
rium inwhichnoneof the largest farmershas an incentive to expand, given
the available sprayers in India. Of course, that most farms are below this
maximum, conditional on the local availability of machinery, implies that
there are other barriers to land consolidation, resulting in an excess num-
ber of farmers. We will discuss these in the conclusion in section VIII.
V. Model Calibration
In this section, we calibrate the full model, using our estimates of the sprayer
pricing functions and other moments from the ICRISAT data. There are
three principal aims: first, to ascertain whether ourmodel structure using
empirically validated and plausible parameters reproduces the observedU
shape in per-acre profitability and other moments of the data; second, to
calculate the optimal size of farms using existingmachinery technology and
pricing in India; and third, to carry out a counterfactual in which wemove
from the existing distribution of farm sizes to one in which all farms are at
TABLE 7
Estimates of Sprayer ν by Source

India United States

ICRISAT Survey
(2009–14)

KisanKraft Price
List (2016)

Stiles and Stark
(2016)

Estimation procedure IVa OLS OLS
n .5802 .5209 .1458

(.1200) (.0605) (.0789)
H0: n 5 1, F1,x x2 5 12.2 F1,2 5 62.8 F1,2 5 117.1
p .0005 .0156 .0084
Observations 1,219 4 4
Village/year fixed effects Yes No No
Note.—Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered at the village/year level. IV5 instru-
mental variables; OLS 5 ordinary least squares.

a First stage includes log of owned area and all land quality characteristics.
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the estimated optimum size, conditional on existingmachine technology
in India. Calibration of the model also enables us to estimate separately
hiring fixed costs w0 and the cost of labor market entry f, because they are
identified frommultiplemoments of the data, and also to estimate themar-
ginal product of labor under autarchy, in which the family labormarginal
product, which exceeds themarginalmarket wage, is not directly observed.
As noted, to fix ideas we used a one-operation, 1-day farmmodel and fo-

cused on sprayers to identify machine scale economies because it is one of
the few cases in which machine capacity can be measured explicitly. How-
ever, in order to realistically calibrate the model to the relationships between
land scale, profits, output, and labor that describemultiple operations with a
variety of machinery, we need to specify howmany days of work there are for
all operations and how the demand for farm labor, at the aggregate level,
translates into the demand for workers at different scales and prices of labor.
We proceed as follows. First, we augment the model to allow for multi-

ple days of inputs. Second, because we donot have information onmachine
capacity for all machinery, we assume that the basic structure of scale econ-
omies inmachinery and employment are the same for each operation and
that the contribution of each operation to overall production is similar. As
a result, the model can be collapsed into a single decision that is then rep-
licated on each day in which the farmer works on his farm. Themodel will
thus depict a representative operation. We work with the plot-level data to
identify the number of such operations and days per operation over the
course of the season by plot size. The numerical model solves for the far-
mer’s optimal input use, given parameters and plot area. The model is
nested in a method of moments estimator that relates key features of the
data to the predictions from the farmer’s problem. The target moments
are the profitability per acre and output per worker by total acreage. We as-
sess the fit of the model to a series of nontargeted moments, including la-
bor andmachine utilization by farm size. The particulars of the calibration
exercise are given in section A of the online appendix.
We use the estimated coefficients for fðaÞ and n and the estimate of the

marginal wage based on the wage and hours data of w1 5 21. We establish
from the data that on average we have three potential agricultural workers
per household who work on average 8 hours per day so we set full-time
work hours lmx to 8 hours and the daily family labor endowment lT to 3�
8 5 24 hours. The vector of remaining parameters that are calibrated is
[a, w, w0, f, d, q, pm, n0]. We solve the model on the basis of the assumption
that farmers maximize profits conditional on farm area and family size,
minimizing over the sum of squared distance between the predicted val-
ues for profits per acre and output per worker and those values in the data
at 20 different levels of area.
Although the seven parameters are being calibrated jointly, it is possible

to get some sense of the identification of specific parameters. We assume,
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as is apparent in the data, that machine use and hired labor are minimal
over the regime in which family members are working off farm and incor-
porate the smoothed return to off-farm work. Then, given the assumed pro-
duction function, l, andw1, the parameters w, pm, ai,w0 2 f , n0 can be iden-
tified fromprofits per unit area and output per worker on very small farms
and those just at the cusp of autarchy (see sec. B in the online appendix).
The size of the fixed cost is then determined, given these parameters, as
well as the minimum of the profits-per-acre curve, which corresponds to
the point at which the farm first hires workers. The elasticity of substitu-
tion is identified from how the changes in the productivity of machines
(as dictated by the capacity schedule) translate into changes in demand
for workers as acreage increases. The price of machinery and relative worker
productivity come more broadly from the overall pattern of profits and out-
put per worker on larger farms, wheremachinery is used, relative to smaller
farms, where it is not.
The calibrated structural parameters values are

a 5 0:381, w 5 484, q 5 0:880, f 5 65:5,½
d 5 0:934, pm 5 20:8, w0 5 156, n0 5 0:761�:

Of primary substantive interest are the fixed cost of hiring workers, the in-
cidence of these costs, and the substitutability of labor and machines. The
latter is quite high. The estimated coefficient on d is consistent with an elas-
ticity of substitution of 13.9. The fixed cost paid by farmers for a hired la-
borerw0 is 159 for themean size 3-acre farm, consistent with our calculation
of w0 based on the regression estimates across all farms and the distribu-
tion of observed hours for a given worker. Moreover, consistent with the
wage and hours estimates for hiring a single worker from the transaction
data in table 2, w0 is increasing in acreage. It is worth emphasizing that the
sources of variation used for identifying these two estimates are quite dif-
ferent: there was nothing, for example, in the matched moments from the
structural analysis that distinguishes between full- and part-time work or
family and hired workers.25
VI. Model Fit and Implications
Figures 12 and 13 present the fit of the data andmodel to the two targeted
series. In figure 12, profits per acre, the model captures both the initial
25 Interestingly, the estimated fixed cost f incurred by workers in the village who work in
the village of Rs 65.5 (or just over 3 hours at the variable component of the wage), which
cannot be observed in the data, is less than the fixed cost component of compensation. Be-
cause the fixed cost paid through the wage will reflect the opportunity cost of the last worker
hired tomeet demand and this workermay be fromoutside the village, local workers whowill
have to travel less farmay bemore than compensated for their lower costs of village employment.
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decline and the subsequent rise in profits per acre, with both constant tech-
nical scale economies and scale-invariant total factor productivity (w). As
might be expected given the lack of heterogeneity in the model, the data
change a bit more sharply than does the model. Variance in, for example,
labor productivity in different stages would cause theminimum in themodel
tomove to higher or lower acreage. But theminimum in themodel for our
representative task corresponds well to themiddle of the lower plateau in
the data. Similarly, the model does not capture the extreme right of the
data. For larger farms, the pattern predicted by themodel is governed by
the quadratic capacity cure fðaÞ that is estimated from the sprayer data.
In practice, one might expect the curve to reach a maximum and then
flatten out. But we cannot test this idea, given that we have so few farms
of this size or greater.
Output per worker (fig. 13) also fits well. There is a strong upward trend

predicted by themodel as well as in the data, with the largest farms exhib-
iting output per worker that is almost twice that of the smaller farms. There
is also a distinctive peak in the model at around 9 acres, which would be
just below thepoint at which the farmerfirst decides tohireworkers.While, as
with profits per acre, the maximum output per worker in the data is much
smoother, it rises, relative to trend, at essentially the same point as the one
predicted by themodel. Again, the fit seems to divergemost among the larg-
est farms after the capacity curve reaches its maximum.
We did not directly target the total number of worker hours. While this

measure is implied by profits per acre and output per worker when no
FIG. 12.—Model fit: profits per acre and land size.
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machinery is employed, such as in the lowest farm sizes, the calculation of
hours at the upper enddepends importantly on the structure of themodel
and implications on machine scale derived from the sprayer data. Fig-
ure 14 shows the resulting fit, which also looks quite good. The overall
shape is similar, and while the overall estimates from themodel are system-
atically lower, the difference is only about 10% for both small (1 acre) and
large (24 acres) farms.26

We have already noted that the calibrated model estimate of the fixed
component of the wage paid by farmers to workers matches well with that
estimated from the wage schedules and that the unobserved fixed cost fac-
ing workers is actually below on average the fixed compensation component.
Themodel can also be used to predict the fraction of farmers in autarchy
in the labormarket, something that, as noted above, is a common feature
of farms in the developing world and that can be approximated only in the
data. The model predicts that 33.8% of farms are autarchic, given the dis-
tribution of farm size in the ICRISAT data, which is comparable to the
lower bound estimate of 34% of all operations, population weighted,
FIG. 13.—Model fit: output per worker and land size.
26 Themodel does less well in predicting labor per acre for very small farms. Our smooth-
ing assumption implies that themarginal product of labor is constant (or slightly rising, given
that the fixed cost rises with acreage) over the range in which the family works. As noted, this
assumption corresponds to how costs for family work are cost out in the computation of prof-
its. To capture this pattern, the model would have to be constructed such that labor market
opportunity cost of on-farm work for small farms (where one may need just 4–30 hours over
the whole season) is close to zero, as might be the case if work is done largely outside of nor-
mal working hours and thus has a low opportunity cost.
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based on direct calculations from the survey data using input and labor
supply data.
We can also use our calibrated parameters to estimate the marginal prod-

uct of an extra hour of labor by farm size. The former is not observed for
autarchic farms that do not hire labor and in which family members do
not work off farm. The marginal opportunity cost of employing an extra
hour of a hired laborer also is not directly observed on all the other farms,
as such costs must take into account fixed costs. Estimates of labor mar-
ginal products by farm size are important, as variation in marginal products
is indicative of inefficiency in the labor allocation across farms.
Themarginal product of the inframarginal hour is the same for the small-

est and largest farms and corresponds to the marginal hourly wage w1 5 21
Rs, as observed in the data. Themarginal product of an additional hour of
work on autarchic farms depends, however, on the number of family work-
ers, on acreage, and on all of the parameters describing the farm technol-
ogy. For the average family size of three workers, the calibrated parameter
estimates indicate that themaximummarginal product of workers on the
over one-third of farms that are autarchic is 53.8 Rs, farms that are on thresh-
old of hiring, and the estimatedmeanmarginal product is 43.9 Rs. This is
more than double the marginal product of an inframarginal hour on the
nonautarchic farms. These figures indicate that, given the large fraction
of farms/operations that are autarchic, agricultural labor is not only mis-
allocated across farms but is significantly underutilized.
FIG. 14.—Model fit: labor hours per acre and land size.
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As noted, among farms employingmultiple family workers but no hired
workers, thenet compensation for the costs of wage labormarket entry also
canmatter at somemargins. Moreover, for the largest farms that can ben-
efit from hiring more than one worker in an operation, fixed costs also
matter.We find that among farms with familymembers working off farm,
the per-hour average marginal product of adding one worker per day is
Rs 30.7, still 30% below the average marginal product of labor on autar-
chic farms. This figure corresponds to the variable component of the wage
w1 plus the hourly component of the difference between the fixed cost of
working off farm and the paymentmade to the worker by the employer. For
the largest farms (24 acres), the per-hour marginal product of adding one
worker per day is Rs 43.1 on average, reflecting our empirical finding that
the fixed component of wage payments w0 is higher on the larger farms.
Themodel also allows us to determine how per-acre profitability, output

per worker, and employment per acre would vary by land size in the absence
of machinery but retaining labor market transaction costs. Figure 12, which
shows how profits per acre evolve with land size, indicates that the entire
upswing in profits per area for large acreages is due tomachinery. The lack
of an increase in per-acre profitability by scale without machines among
the larger farms is the result of the fact that on these farms we found that
labor fixed costs rise with acreage—there does not appear to be team hir-
ing to avoid worker transaction costs.
Figure 13 shows thatmachines play an important role in expanding out-

put per worker. Output per worker in the presence of machines increases
with acreage, only leveling off at the point where capacity is maximized.
But output per worker withoutmachines is essentially flat after the farm en-
ters the regime in which it is hiring workers. In terms of either profitability
per acre or output per worker, there is little benefit to expanding acreage
per farm if one cannot take advantage of the scale economies inherent in
machinery.
Finally, figure 14 illustrates the point that workers andmachines are im-

portant substitutes. Absent machinery, the number of workers employed
per acre is about 50%higher than it is when farmers can use availablema-
chine technology in the regime in which workers are hired. For very small
farms where no machinery is employed, even when machines are avail-
able, the two curves coincide, as is the case for profits per acre and output
per worker.
VII. Redistributing Land So That All Farms Are
Conditionally Optimal Sized
In this section, we use the calibratedmodel to carry out a counterfactual in
which we shift the existing distribution of farms to one in which all farms
are at the optimal size conditional on the existingmachine technology in
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India. Shifting to auniform farmsize that also fully exploits the existing scale
economies in machinery eliminates the misallocation of labor across farms
and reduces the underutilization of labor due to labormarket transaction
costs, thus maximizing the return on land.
As is evident from the labor hours per acre graph, an expansion in land

size reduces workers per area at the given current wage. To gaugewhat hap-
pens to the wage rate in equilibrium would require the construction and
calibration of a full general equilibriummodel incorporating a nontradeable
nonagricultural sector, capital flows, and attention to domestic and inter-
national consumerdemand for agricultural andnonagricultural goods. In-
stead of constructing such amodel, we take two benchmark cases. In the first,
we assume that the reduction in the demand for agricultural workers that
results from the land consolidation is offset by the consequent increase in
incomes that raise demand for nonagricultural products and/or increases
in foreign capital attracted by the freed-up labor available for nonagricul-
turalwork.Demand for employment in thenonagricultural sector thus rises,
such that there is nodecline in the equilibriumwage.We call this theLewis
scenario, based on the key implication of Lewis’ surplus labor model (Lewis
1954).
A second benchmark, which would represent an upper bound on the de-

cline in worker wages, assumes that there is no increase in demand for work-
ers anywhere in the economy after the land consolidation, and thus with a
downward-sloping demand curve for labor, the wage declines. For this sce-
nario, in order to calculate the optimum farm size conditional on the ex-
isting machine technology of India, we need to take into account nonag-
ricultural labor demand. This is because optimum farm size depends on
the market wage rate, which will depend on the total number of workers
who stay in the agricultural sector, given the changes in agricultural worker
demand.
There are three steps. First, for any existing wage, we calculate the farm

size that would be optimal.We do this by calculating the acreage using the
model parameters that maximizes for any given wage the profitability per
acre. Second, we translate the reduction in total hours associated with the
change in farm size that we observe in the data into reduction in the num-
ber of workers over the season. If farmers used the same number of workers
every day, then this would be straightforward. To make this adjustment,
we turned again to the ICRISATsample and constructed population esti-
mates of total hours (188,101) and of the size of the agricultural work force
(1,023 workers) using the sample weights. Assuming that the ratio of work-
ers to worker hours is independent of the distribution of farm sizes (the
number of agricultural operations is independent of scale), we use the pro-
jected total hours from our model to compute the number of agricultural
workers who must be available over the agricultural season for any given
land size distribution.
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Finally, when the urban or industrial demand elasticity is not infinite
and the labor demand curve is not shifted by income effects and/or cap-
ital inflows, we need to calculate the decline in the rural wage that would
be necessary to fully employ the workers who exit from the agricultural
sector so as to equate supply and demand in the economy. To do this, we
used the labor demand elasticity estimate from the literature of 20.4
and assumed that the rural wage decline to maintain equilibrium would
be proportionate.27 We obtained from the 2011 India census an estimate
of the number of farms in India and the number of urban workers. This
then allows us to translate our estimates from the ICRISAT data into na-
tional statistics. Combining the wage elasticity estimate with the size of the
urban work force, we can then determine a fixed point where the rural wage
and urban wage change proportionately for any given distribution of
land.28

Column 1 of table 8 reports the existing characteristics of Indian agri-
culture, including the mean farm size, number of farms, and size of the ag-
ricultural work force based on the 2011 census data and our calibrated esti-
mates for output, per-acre profits, andmachineuse. Columns 2 and 3 report,
respectively, the Lewis surplus labor equilibrium and the equilibrium in
which there is urban wage decline that results from the shift to a farm dis-
tribution in which all farms are at the calibrated optimal size. The key dif-
ference between the two counterfactual equilibria is that, by construction,
there is no decline in the agricultural wage rate in the Lewis equilibrium,
while in the equilibrium with no increase in overall labor demand, there
is a 8.6% decline in the wage. However, optimal farm size (24 acres) and
the reduction in number of farms by 87% is virtually the same, and there
is a substantial increase in total output and output per worker in both coun-
terfactuals.Wediscuss the wage-inelastic equilibrium results, noting any dif-
ferences from the Lewis equilibrium.
The most notable change from expanding the size of farms to the

technology-conditional optimum of 24 acres, from the average size of
3.1 acres, is that there is an expansion of total output by 42% and, because
of the substantial reduction in the size of the agricultural labor force by
16%, an increase in per-worker output of over 68%, a change that is only
4% lower than the increase in the Lewis equilibrium in which wages stay
27 Table B2 in Lichter, Peichl, and Siegloch (2015) contains a meta-analysis regression
coefficient for India of 20.398. In Goldar (2009), the most recent estimates (1996–2003)
for the short-run and long-run elasticities are 20.309 and 20.480, respectively.

28 We could assume that rural and urban wages must be equal before and after, but be-
cause our measure of urban labor demand is in the form of an elasticity, it is sufficient to
assume that the ratio of the rural to urban wage stays constant, e.g., allowing for persistent
differences in the cost of living.
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constant.29 There are thus both too many farms and too many persons
engaged in the agricultural sector in terms of the return on land (profitabil-
ity per acre) and in terms of total output, with the Indian rural work force
as a whole substantially hurt by the small size of Indian farms as measured
by output per worker. However, if there is not a Lewis equilibrium, landless
laborers, who make up a substantial fraction of the agricultural labor
force, are made slightly worse off because of the wage decline in the ab-
sence of any redistributions of the output gains. Absorption of the rural
labor force into the industrial/service sector is thus key to achieving the
gains in agriculture that do not penalize a substantial fraction of the pop-
ulation.
What are the sources of the gains? Farm efficiency, measured as profits

per acre, of course increases at the optimal farm size by 13%. The key rea-
son for the substantial rise in output is that the larger farms permit the
use of higher-capacity machines. This lowers the marginal cost of provid-
ing plant nutrients to the farm and thus leads to a substantial increase in
output. All the optimal-sized farms use machinery compared with only 21%
of farms currently, withmodemachine capacity growing by 72%. Because
TABLE 8
Calibrated Equilibrium Effects of Making All Farms of Optimal Size

Scenario

Baseline

(1)

Postreform

(2) (3)

Urban wage elasticity . . . 0 2.4
Average farm size (acres) 3.13 24.0 24.1
Number of farms (millions) 95.2 12.4 12.4
Profits per acre (Rs) 4,276 4,705 4,845
Total agricultural output (trillion Rs) 2.71 3.71 3.85
Profit per worker (Rs) 6,302 9,634 9,225
Output per worker (thousand Rs) 14.5 25.4 24.4
Hourly wage (Rs) 21 21 19.2
Size of agricultural labor force (millions) 187 146 158
Work hours per farm 361 2,157 2,340
Machine hours per farm 58.5 163 162
Fraction of farms using machines .213 1 1
Machine capacity index (mode) 4.49 7.74 7.72
29 We are assuming that the increase in total a
on the output price. The postconsolidation 42%
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machinery and workers are substitutable, this leads to a reduction in the
workforce.
Perhaps what is surprising is that the workforce declines, while substan-

tial, are not larger than they are given the elasticity of substitution of 13.9
between worker and machine use. The key reason that the workforce does
not decline substantially due to higher machine use—machine hours per
acre per day expands from almost no machine use at <7 acres to 3.8 hours
per acre at 24 acres—is that labor is significantly underutilized in the cur-
rent regime. This is because of the existence of fixed labor costs, which
induce many farmers with fully utilized family workers to avoid hiring la-
bor.Our calibratedmodel indicates that laborhours per acre per day on a
24-acre farm is 4.75 hours and that on a 1-acre farm, in which family labor
works off farm, is 9.7 hours. But on 9-acre autarchic farms, the threshold
acreage above which hired labor is employed, predicted labor hours per acre
per day is only 2.7 hours. We noted above that 34% of plots in India are in
autarchy, but since autarchic plots are larger than the mean plot, 52% of
the acreage is currently farmed in autarchy. With all farms at 24 acres,
no farms are in autarchy, and the underutilization of labor is eliminated.
VIII. Conclusion
In this paper, we used unique data from India that permit the examination
of agricultural operations across a wider distribution of farm scales than is
typically observed in low-income countries because of the oversampling of
larger farms. We found a distinctive U-shaped pattern in which both small
and large farmers are more productive, in terms of both yield and profit-
ability, than intermediate-sized farmers. This pattern replicates within one
rural setting of a low-income country what is observed across countries, with
productivity decreasing in scale for smaller farms and increasing in scale
for larger farms. We showed that these productivity patterns by scale are
not attributable to differences inmeasured aspects of land quality or crops
grown and found that the same U-shaped pattern is seen across plots for
the same farmer, thus ruling out credit access as the main explanation of
higher profitability among large farmers.
We proposed two complementary mechanisms that drive productivity

differences by scale and can account together for the U-shaped pattern by
scale across countries of the world and in India—fixed costs of hiring labor
and machine scale economies. We provided evidence that many workers
work for less than a full day; that, consistent with the existence of fixed trans-
action costs to hiring labor, the hourly price of a worker is higher when work-
ers are used for part of day; that a large proportion of farms and agricul-
tural operations are in autarchy, with neither family workers working off
the farm nor any laborers hired; and that intermediate-sized farmers are
most likely to employ workers part-time. The implication of this pattern is
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that small farmers will be relatively efficient in terms of labor utilization be-
cause the shadowprice of family worker time is set by the outsidemarket, as
most smallholders work part-timeoff farm.As farm size grows, however, the
farmmoves to autarchy and is reluctant to take on hired workers for just a
fewhours per operation.Theunderutilization of labor leads to lower yields
and profitability per acre. Eventually, this strategy proves costly and there is
a discrete jumpupward in total work per acre because of the hiring of non-
family workers.
The secondmechanism we focused on to explain the rising component

of the U shape is the adoption of machine technology that is differentially
adapted to farm size. Gains from the use of mechanized inputs that increase
with scale come from the fact that higher-capacitymachines domore work
per hour and the cost of machine capacity does not increase proportion-
ately with capacity. However, large machines cannot be used at full capac-
ity on small farms or plots. This leads to an increase in yield andprofitabil-
ity as farm size increases.We showed empirically that power sprayers conform
to the assumptions and predictions of our model—measured sprayer ca-
pacity increases with farm size, the shadow price of sprayer capacity in-
creases less than proportionally as capacity increases, and sprayer usage per
acre is lower on larger farms.
We calibrated ourmodel—in which neither total factor productivity nor

the production technology exhibits any scale economies—to show that
labor market transaction costs and machine capacity scale economies are
able by themselves to capture both the levels and the nonlinear patterns of
aggregate measures of farm outputs and inputs by acreage in the VLS study
areas of rural India. Calibration of the model also yields estimates of the
transaction costs of hiring labor that are consistent with the wage and hours
schedules in thedata andreveal that for the34%of farmoperations (account-
ing for over 50%of total land in India) in autarchy, themarginal opportunity
cost of labor (marginal labor product) is on average over 40% higher than
it is on the smallest and largest farms. Thus, the existence of high labor
market transaction costs leads to a substantial misallocation of labor across
farms as well as the underutilization of rural labor on a large fraction of farms
To assess the cost of the existing structure of land and labor allocations

in India in terms of total agricultural output and output per agricultural
laborer, we used our calibrated model to carry out a counterfactual in which
we eliminated all scale differences across farms and fixed farm size at the
level that, by exploiting the scale economies of available machines in In-
dia, maximizes profitability per acre.We embedded themodel in an equi-
librium framework in which workers canmigrate to urban areas, where labor
demand is inelastic. The new calibrated equilibrium—in which the optimal
farm size at the equilibrium wage rate and conditional on existing machine
technology is 24 acres compared with a mean of just over 3 acres in India
today—results in a reduction in the number of farms fromover 95million
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to 12.4 million; there are over 82million excess farms in India.30 Most im-
portantly, the reduction in the number of farms, which eliminates themis-
allocation of labor across farms and permits exploitation of machine scale
economies, results in a 42% increase in agricultural output and a 68% in-
crease in output per worker. The large reduction in the number of farms,
despite the high degree of evident substitutability between workers and
machines, is, however, accompanied by only a 16% decline in the total ag-
ricultural labor force due to the current underutilization of labor.
Our findings also suggest that an endogenous evolution of the distribu-

tion and number of farms in India, or other low-income countries where
farms are small, to resemble those attributes of farms in high-income coun-
tries—even in the absence of any cultural, economic, or legal barriers to the
buying or selling of land—is unlikely given theU-shaped profitability curve.
Anymarginal increase in acreage formost of small farms, which are located
on the declining portion of the output-per-acre curve, would reduce prof-
itability per acre. As a consequence, the selling price of the marginal acre
from a small seller would exceed the discounted lifetime flow of additional
profits for a similarly sized buyer.Moving from themean farm size of 3 acres
to a more profitable farm on the rising segment of the productivity curve
would thus requiremultiple transactions, given the generally small size of
farms. The large number of transactions would be complicated even in a
relatively competitivemarket, but the need for contiguous plots raises im-
portant issues, such as hold-up problems that will fully extract the rents
that would otherwise accrue to a farmer who puts together a large farm.31

Thus, despite the potential gains to farm productivity and output per worker
of transitioning to an equilibrium of fewer but larger farms, small farms are
likely to be the dominant force of production in low-income countries for
the foreseeable future without external intervention or increases in the pay-
offs to workers in the nonagricultural sector.
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